Giving you the insight you need

You need insight into your operation. Real-time visibility of exactly
what’s going on. With Agility9, dynamic and accurate intelligence
is available straight from the new smart dashboard.
Agility9 gives you accurate, real-time visibility of your operation’s performance whenever you need it.
Complete with a set of dynamic widgets, Agility9 allows you to build up your own smart dashboard.
Simply select, drag and drop to build up a meaningful and precise picture of your operation. Seeing
what you need to see.
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For the intelligent business

Agility9 includes Quick Action widgets to allow you to instantly access frequent tasks and KPI widgets
which give real-time visibility of performance against key Agility indicators such as breakdowns,
downtime, cost overrun and labour utilisation. The widgets are flexible, they can be duplicated
to work simultaneously, perhaps comparing site performance, moved around and removed.
The parameters associated with them can be changed, so you can set the timeframes, levels
and limits most relevant to you.
Drilling into a widget takes you into the detail in Agility, so you can identify and understand issues
and take informed decisions. Driving performance improvements across your operation.

Why Agility9?
• Get the insight you need, create and adapt your own smart dashboard
• Improve performance, identify issues impacting your operation
• Make faster better informed decisions, saving time and valuable resources
• Quickly respond to change; add, adapt, duplicate and remove widgets
To see a demonstration of Agility9 please contact your Account Manager,
local SSG Insight Office, or visit www.ssginsight.com for more information.
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